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COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE IN AMERICAN TRIAL COURTROOMS

Bruce C. Johnson-
00

University of-North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Abstrat. Gumperz and Hymes have, stated the theoretical
r

goal of one type of sociolinguistic investigation as the
/-

characterization of communicative competence, "what a speak-

er needs. to.know to communicate_effectively in culturally

significant settings". This knowledge' is seen as'describ=

able,by a set of rules constraining verbal behavior in

reference to social context.

The trial courtroom is Wsetting of considerable

cultural significance in America. This paper is a discus-

sion of some of the types of rules required to account for

O
O

communicative competence in atrial setting. The discussion

makes use-of Hymes' (1972) descriptive framework.
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Finally, previous linguistic and ociolinguistic

studies relevant to thetopic are reviewe
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COMMUNICATIVE COMFETE.NCE\IN AMERICAN TRIAL COURTROOMS*

Bruce C. Johnson

University4of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill.

-4.

Increasingly in recent years, linguists and socio-
.

linguists have come to accept as, a theoretical goal the '

characterization of communicative competence, defined for

example by Gumperz arid Hymes as "what a peAer needs to

know to.communjcate effectively in culturally significant

settingd" (1972:vii) and.by Fillmore As "knowledge of ap-
-.

prorate situated language use" (,1973:276). This know-
-.

ledgt may be seen as describable by a set of rules which

ate sensitive to social context and. which constrain lan

guage behavibr.

The trial courtroom is a class of settin
.0

erable cultural significance in America.

paper is to- discuss some of the £types of

' this class of settings and to make, some

s of consid-

purposeQin this

les requited in

general comm9nts

on the nature ofjaommunicative compdt nce.

The significance of trial ,cour i-ooms in America is

due in large-part to the fac't that' they are the arenas for

political contests in which the stakes are high. Lsome

D

* This paper was originally presented at the Southeastern
Conferenc4 on Linguistics (14th, Atlanta, Georgia,. November
6-7, 1975). The research r4orted, here was-conducted under
a grant from the Law'and Social Science Program of the
National Science Foundation ( -GS- 42742, William M. O'Barr,
Principal Investigator). '



of tb.e participants, lack of success iuvolves,loss of

property, reputation,- or liberty. For otfierS,,succes's wild

pave the way for entry into higher. political arenas. -The

1 -

cutcome o.f court trials affects, more or less directly,

the lived of all 2mericans. The frequenty/of the court'

trial as a literary motif in books, both fiction and non-

fiction, plays, movies, and television series attests the

extent to which this significance i§ generally perceived.

Not only are court trials cuItuAlly significant, but

they 'seem particularly indicated as a research focus for

the-language sciences. All societies have available to

them a set of institutionalized procedures for the sett

ment of disputes. Viewed'from a cross-cultural pers ctive,

important dimension of variation is the extent to which

'these prOcedures make lase of physical as opposed to verbal

means. Where disE)ute-settlement procedures rely heavily

T

on physical means, trial by combat for ex'ample, the advan-

tage lies with those having the greater physical abilities.

Similarly, where these procedures rell, on verbal means,

as in American trial courtrooms,.the advantage would appear

to lie with those having the neater verbal abilities.

However, while there is a tradition of interest in

'courtroom activities by scholars in several social science

isciplines, linguists have.not to-my knowledge been among

them. Further, .overage ,Of the linguistic aspects of court-
.

. /
room activities by the othe social science disciplines and

.
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by lesial scholars has been strikingly uneven.

The most elaborated and well-personned conceptual
/

framework available for cOMmvicative competence is the
4

'ethnography of communication' (see Gumpeiz and 'Byrnes l972,

Bauman and Sherzer 1974), most closely associated. with the

name of Dell nmes. In the following discussion, i' will

make use of this framework.
A

The currentaFesearch direction of the ethnography of

communication is toward the-formulation of descriptive
4

theories of communication as part of particular cultural

systems. To this.end, Hymes has, provided a heuristic list

of sixteen 'components of'speaking' (1972), the boundaries

and interelationships of which, art as yet only dimly under-'

stood. These are

1. Message form

2. Message content

- 3. Setting

4.,ScenO\

5. Speaker/sender

6. Addressor

7. Hearer/receiver/audience/2
ti _

=8. Addressee

el

9. Purpose -outcomes,

10. Purpos s-goals

11. Key

12. Channel
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13. Forms of speech

14. Norms of interaction

15. NormS of iiterpretation

16. Genre

)

It is appatent that language behavior in courtroom

interaction is constrained by numezlous and Various rules

of speaking. Rules referring to m st of *flies' components

are readily idenbifiable. Some
ofrf

i

informally below. . No'be that theseiL rules vary alongra number
.
v

of dimensions: the specificity,with which behavior is con-
.

i

strained, the force and source of sanctIons involved, the

these rules are discussed.

provenience of the rgle, and the 'range of situations in

which the dsule is applicable.

The social unit of investigation for the ethnography

of speaking is the speech comm ity. A priori, and in .ac-

cordance with established practice, the present study has a

more limited focus. That is, I will jae concerned here with

a class of'settings (.3) (American trial courtrooms), and

more specifically with a class of scenes (4) (tiials) which

appropriately occur in those settings. (In fact, mypersoh-

al observations ate limited to one North Carolina superior
- A

.

court.) Other scenes enacted in courtrooms include various

.other court business transgcted while-tcourt is "±h session".

When court is not in session, the courtroom is just another

room in a public building.

The boundaries of "court in 'session", are marked verbally
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in part by the bailiff's call of "All stand/rise", and non-
1

verbally ink part'by the entrance and exit ofthp presiding. .

judge.. When court is in session, a distinction is, made

between langu'age behavior which is part of the scene and
/

. .

language behavior extraneous to the scene. Extraneous lan-

guage behavior, such as conversation between spectators or

when messages are brought in to the judge or another partic-

ipant,- are constrained as to channel (12).in that it may be

written or, if.orai, in a low tone or whisper. Henceforth,

I will be concerned only with language behavior that is

clearly part of the scene.

The participant roles in trials are clearly defined,

and for each there is a set of rules of speaking. These

.roles include,, in addition to the parties to the case and

their counsel, judge, bailiff, clerk, marshal, stenographer,

.juror,:witness, spectator.

Here are some of the rules specifid to some of the roles:

1. The stenographer (court reporter) is inmost cases the'

most verbal in terms of production of the participants, yet

rarely speaks and most of his messages never reach a receiver.

Appropriate speech for this3ole is restricted as:f?llows:

he may, in a low voice, comment to the judge on the audibil-

ity of the speech of other participants; and he will, on

demand of the judge, repeat portions of the sirch of other

participants. On the other hand, he records in written form

7



a large, but carefully limited, portiOn of the laftuage-,-,

behavior of the other participantsP In the case of an appeal,

this transcript is the official record of the trial, but

otherwise is rarely read by anyone..

The stenographer's role ap hearerA7) is firmly estab-

lished, and the 'speech of others must be audible to him. How-

ever, his role as addressee (8) is restricted. Cf. "Any

directions or instructions' to the court reporter are to be'

made in open court by the presiding judge only, and not by

an attorney ". (General Rules of Practide for the Superior

and District Courts (of North Carolina) #12).

2. The speech of the bailiff is res.ericted'in*general ,

to a limited stock of routines, that is, speech acts which

are completely specified by rule
t

with.regard to both

message form O.) and message content (2), as "All stand /rise",

or "Oyes, oyes, oyes; John Wesley Doe, John Wesley Dod,,John

Wesley Doe; Come into court this day as you are bound to.do

solbr your forfeiture will be recorded." In this latter

example, the four participant components (5-8) must be dis-

.tiniguished:-the 'court' is the addressor (6), the bailiff is

the speaker (5), those4present in the courtroom, i.e., the .

public, are the hearers (7), and the absentMr. Doe is the

addressee (8) .

3. Spectators (bystanders) are allotted no speaking roles

as part of the scene, and are addressed rarely: if they

violate some rule Of the court, .for example by speaking loUly,

8

3'
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or when the ba,iliff says "All stand". Furthermore, the ro
N

is an optional one sincethere need be no spectators. How

evere the role of the spectator, as a hearer.(7) is conside

7"

ed

a very important bne. The Constitution of the Unitted States

of America guarantees the right to a pybiic trial, and the

improper exclusion of spectatbrs is a serious error on thel. .

part of a judge.
,

Atrule of speaking"con rning lawyers is the prohibi-

.tion of "leading questions". A leading quettion is one that

,suggests an appropriate response, or, More technically,
' .

questions which so suggest to a witness the .specific
tenor of the repl as desired by counsel that such a

4

reply is 14.kely be given irrespective of an actual
memory or questi ns which instruct the witness hoW k..

to answer on material points or put words into hit
mouth to be echortd back are leading (Conrad 1956:/4Q).

. .

Leading questions are- not .periitted on direct examin-
'

ationi that is, when a-lawyer is eliciting otestitonAlrom'a

witness that his side has called, except

when the Matter sought is merely, preliminary to
matters in dispute, to refresh the memory of a witness,
,!.on examination of hostile or adverse witnesses, on-
examination of children of tender years, persons who
are not well versed in the English language, persons
of sluggish mental equipment, aged and senile porsons,
timid persons, expert'witnesses, and generally where
the interestsof justice so require (Conrad 1956:341).

Participants are thus required, in certain, biro ances, to

make a. judgment as to the extent to whibh a question suggests

a. response.

A rule of speaking concerning witnesses is the hearsay

ruld. In general, the "law" does not admi' "hearsay" ev.idenCe,

4,
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which is "evidence of a statement, which is made other than''

by a witness while testifying at the hearing, offered to

prove the truth.of the matter stated" (Katsaris 1975:17)(.

The- "statement" may be oral, written, or-non-ve&al.
ft

4

ThiS rule requires the witness in making informative

ptatements to distinguish between what he knows from direct

observation and what he knows as ttte result of communicative

acts of others. _There are a number of exceptions to the

raO.hearsay rule which will serve as an illusttion of the

degree of sophistication to which courtroom rules of speaking'

have been refined. Some of these exceptions. are-listed.here.

Dying declaration. A statement by a:person.who has

.

since Idied is admissible.in a murder trial if it was made

'voluntarily by the deceased while he knew of his impending

death and had lost all'hope of recovery, if it concerns the

circumstances that immediate-±y led to his,death, and if he

'was the murder victim (Katsaris 1975:186-187).

.Pedigree. "TheoreticLly, a man does not know his own

father or birthday except by hearsay evidence because he'

was not present at the moment of conceptIton 'and is incapable

of reMembering the day he was born" (Katsaris 1975:1877188).

However, the pedigree eiception .allows witnesses to'testify
0

as to their birthday, age parentage, and other such matters.

Ancient documents. "A record or document found to be

at least thirty years of ages and which isiproven to come from

proper custody and,is itself free from indication of. fraud .



District Court is English" (Ginsber 1975:11).

"When witnesses testify in a foreign language, the

testimony must be .translated into' English" (Conrad 1956

331). The &act that the interpreter's translations of

witness' statements may be allowed as evidence requires

another exception to thl hearsay rule:

16_

Thus, the form of'speech (13) used in the courts is

lirng1fs1. No notice, judicial or otherwise, is take {obi;
, -

varieties of English.

Similarly, social scientists concerned with courtroom

activities consider language variation, when they consider

it'at all, as.a variable to be controlled, rather that" as

d variable to be investigated in. its own right. Cf. Walker

et al; 1972. (O'Barr et al. 1974:1)

However, it is apparel-1X 'that.participants in. courtroomy
fnteraction'use different varieties of E4lish. Further,

given the importance of verbal abilities in American-trial
0

Courtrooms, the fact that part of this ability involveS

the command of and appropriate choice frtim a verbal reper-
.

.

toire consisting of a range of varieties, and that chOice
.

\.

of variety has been shown, by Labov, and Lambert for example,

to significantly influence theThicapi4ective reactirdns4of listen-
V
exs, one would expedt this variation to be a'signifidant

aspect orcourtroom interaction.

Thusf,ar, I have indicated some types of rules of ,speak-
. .

ing operative in courtroom trials. I will now bristly.
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br invalidity is admissible in evidence, if otheewise role=

vant" (Conrad 1956:231)..
.

'The Hymesian component of'particular interest &) many

so4iolinguistS is forms of spe7-,(13) which refers-td "the

verbal resources of Lcommilnity" in terms of language vari-
1

.

eties (dialects, languages, styles, registers, or what have-

9`

ru) (Hymes 1972:63). Thusfar, however, this component has

'not been mentioned.

The reason fdr this is that I have -been discussing novma;-

tive rules of the court, and forms of speech (language vari:-

eties) have 9niy.a small place in these"rules.

covered by the doctrine of 'judicial notice'..

They are

notice' 'is the cognizance 4f certain facts which jlges,

jurors, and administrative bodies may Properly tak

act upon without-proof because they already know th

'and

31

r.. :

(Conrad 1956:184). "The courts take jUdiq.al notic = 144 the .

.
.

. .

meaning of words, phrases, and abbreViations in the glish
-

.
4,

language and may always refer-to stafldard authoritie to

refresh their memories and understanding of such med

(donrdd 1956:198 -199). "At a general proposition, t

courts wi 1 not take" judicial notice of oreign i4ngu

words" (Conrad 1956:199). '

Or, aislJudge Julius,J. Hoffman stated'after

Ginsberg rekpited. the Hare Krishna Mdntra.during the Ch

7 trial, "I don't understand it. I d9n't understand i

because it was (pause) ,the language okdi'e: United Stat

12

tt
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review` some mce linguistic studies done.recently.which

On language use in courtrooixts.
.

1. Moftds hasiconducted some interesting experiments

relay rit to .06'notion 'leading ess.of questions''. In one

experiment, Loftus and Palmer 'found that subjects were less

Jjikely to answer "No" to the question "Did you see the

broken headlight?" than,to the the question "Did you, see a

broken headlight?", whether or not,they'had in 'fact seen a.

broen,,headight:. Similarly, subjects typically mentioned

higher-numbers in answer to the question "About how fast

were the cars gong when they smashed into each other?" than

to, the same question with "hit" instead of "smash". Further

aYidence-indica.tes-tht*the form of questions can .permanently

alter a. erson rnemorY:of an:: 06nt (Loftus. and PalMer 1974) ..

2.,O'Barr and -associAteS e engaged in reseptch on the
PO*,

questions "What effects does language variation have on the,

outcome of trials?" and."To what extent is control of these
9

variable's available to participants in cpurtroom activities?"

No solid results are available.as yet, but in a pilot study

comparing two types of 'court talk', formal standard English

and 'hypercorrect' standard English, subjects rated the

format speaker ,significantly more competent,, convincing

qualified,,' and intelligent. Also, greater financial awards

were made, against the witness who spoke in the hypercorrect

fashion (0'Earr et al. 1975).
4

Decamp (1974) has briefly'studied the extent to which

13 %.
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inferencesmay reasonably be drawn regarding the beliefs
.

4.
a speaker from speaker.s rejport of tht beliefs of others.

r
For example, could NIxon's statement, "Dean recognized it

as blackmail",. be evidence than Nixon knew of a blackmail

of

.attempt?

4. Charrow and Charf.owlhave experimented with jurors' com-

prehension of instructions from the judge. Preliminary re-

sults reported recently indicate tia4 in some.instances

jurors aremore likely to reach a correct verdict without
P

instruction than with (Charrow and Charrow 1975).

5. Finally, Danet has looked at verbal strategies employed

by Watergatit wltnesses. One of these is 'evasion' answer-
,

ing a different Oiestion than the one asked. For example,

"Weiker: So,your disapproval was on the basis you
were, surprised?

Erlichmann: I certainly- was "

(Offir 1974:40)

General comments on communicative competence:

.For the most part, I have been speakingof 'normative'

rules, in Bailey's, sense of rules which estdolish limitS, .

to permissible behavior (1969), of courtroom activity which

are furthermore largely explicit. This is because these

rules are most readily established.

There is another set of less explicit normative rules

which operate on the first set. For example, we have"seen

ilthat there is a rule against4leading questions in some cir-

cumstances. However, laWyers may and often do ask leading

14



questions anyway. The opposing lawyer may then make use

of a repair mechanism, theobjection, and dall on the judge

to decide on.the.propriety' of the question. 'If there is

%
no objection, the question and answer become part of the

evidence. Even if theke Is an objection and it is sustained

by he judge, the question may have ccomplished its purpose.

These rules.shade,into what Bailey J1969) has, called

'pragmatic' rules, rides nOt-foripermissible behavibr bute
1for winning behavior.

Another aspect of communicative competence is that

spxtain participants, jurors and many defendants and 1.;it-

nesses, are appropriately ignorant of all of the rules dis-

cussed aboJe. In fact, a potential juror will genetally be

disqualified if he has had any legal training. The bompetence

that the nonprofessional 'participant brings to the courtroom

is j\ ust the general shared competence of the community mem-
4

ber whi0 ch says, for example, "courtroom trials are very

formal situations", and sd 'forth.

All of this strongly suggests .thatstudies of communi-i

cative competence in courtroom settings should distinguigh

between what participants can do, what they may do, what

they should do, and What they actually do.

Finally, a comment on the reasons thatlinguists have

avoided the study of language behavior in legal contexts:

In the first place, there is the familiar combination of

intellectual traditions and research priorities which have

15
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worked to decontextualize linguistics in general. More

specifically,, I think ther e are reasons due to t he highly

Structured nature of language behavior in thesetontexts.
T

1. Language behavio4 in the courts is fe)t to be Specialized,

artificialt and generally unnatural. 2. So much is already

known about language behavior in these situations, by certain

non - linguists, that the _amount of catching 141) that one would.
eft

Joe 'required to do is intimidating.

, The former reason:is unconvincing both because of the

practical significance ofithe situations and because lan=

guage use'is always cdstrained by situational factor.

A situation in which these constraints ark particularlyex-
.

plicit and restricted seems in fact to be especially

valuable for understanding the nature of such constraints,

in general, and therefore of language.
%or

The latter reason I am very much in sympathy with.

16
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